
ETERE is the software that, apart from taking control over  

the whole audio/video material and also organizes it, from 

today takes care even of the archiving.

ETERE Media Manager + Archive is a plug-in of the 

famous ETERE Media Manager.

It revolutionized into software that doesn't request an 

Archive Manager for its  connection to a library. 

When you wanted to  connect an archive, your  system 

should have had an archive manager and one or several 

data movers to control the library; and this is the 

revolutionary thing of + Archive: the only thing you really 

need is ETERE + Archive.

ETERE Media Manager + Archive has all the following 

functions: 

- Archives an unlimited number of files 

- Archives files of any size

- Creates emergency and backup copies, up to 3 

  copies per a tape

- Supports a large number of libreries and it's fully 

  scalable

- Supports a large quantity of drivers on the market 

- Fault Tolerant

- Its tapes are MTF (Microsoft Tape Format) and that 

  for can be read on any Windows system

- Moves files from one server to another

- Moves files to and from the archive

There's no other broadcast agency able to offer you all this 

in the simplest software.

Even for this function, as for all others, ETERE has developed 

and used pure software.

The solution is simple, elegant, and much more reliable 

than you think. Besides, a simple solution is always 

economical, and “ETERE Media Manager + Archiving” is 

within everyone's reach.

ETERE created a software 
module, able to connect a 
videoserver to the archive, 
simply and economically
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 A solution THAT DOESN'T REQUIRE an
   Archive Manager

100% software based on a Windows 
   platform
  

Integrated with Windows Remote Storage
 

 Integrated with Windows Removable Storage
   



ETERE Media Manager + Archive is integrated with ETERE database and doesn't  request another database for HSM. 

Archiving policies come out  directly from the On-air  system: a single click  is enough for all  functions.

ETERE offers you an integrated solution whether your system has only one or many videoservers, whether it has only one 

or many archive managers.

It's based on Microsoft Windows2000 ® platform, so you have the possibility  to organize a huge archive with the whole 

power offered by a SQL database. 

It doesn't need any extra hardware, but only a Windows standard platform and it's compatible with all videoserver 

supported by ETERE Automation.

Visit our site www.etere.com for news.

As all other functions of ETERE, also Media Manager + Archive is using the revolutionary technology of distributed 

architecture, which is intrinsically  scalable and fault tolerant.
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